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Dear promoter, venue staff and all local members of this production we looking 
forward to a amazing party with you. 
 
This rider is an essential part of every contract within the Promoter and Djaikovski. The 
following rider has been prepared by the management and crew of the artist. The guidelines 
within this rider are listed to ensure the promoter, artist and audience the best performance 
possible. Please read both riders carefully and mail the advance sheet to start preproduction 
with: 
  
Vasil Gjuroski at Password Production, +389 72 572 333, vasil@password.mk 
Login Kochishki at Password Production, +389 75 404 924, login@password.mk  
 
We are (flight in show): 
 
Mister Kiril Djaikovski 
TK Wonder, the lovely singing lady 
MC Wasp, the master of the flow (not avail on every show)* 
4 handsome band members (trumpet, sax, trombone and violin) 
2 great crew members 
 
Total of 8 + 1*  
 
(Tourbus show): 
 
2 drivers 
 
Total of 10 + 1* 
 
with not so much, but a few, very important needs to turn the concert into a amazing 
happening for all of us. 
 
To make this possible we need you to supply high quality equipment, good catering, nice 
dressingrooms and a good working condition. 
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1. The promoter will supply all sound, lights, visual, stage, riser and backline requirements as 
per attached Technical Rider 
 
2. For in flight show the promoter will provide local transport of two vans at disposal only 
for the band for the travel from and to Airport, Hotel, Venue, Restaurant. It will be good to 
have one english speaking host who will help the bend to experience the Festival and the 
city in a better way.  
 
3. The band needs total of 90 minutes souncheck time (included load in) for a quality show. 
If there’s less time for soundcheck please contact the Tour Manager. 
 
4. The promoter will supply professional barricades to cover the entire width of the stage. 
FOH has also be safed with barricades! 
 
5. Crew: as listed at the technical rider 
 
6. Press photographers has to be announced latest 1 hour before the show with full name 
and media name to the tour manager. All announced photographers are allowed for the 
first 3 songs without flashlight from the Pit!!! They must be escorted by a promoter rep! 
 

7. Dressing Rooms  
 
The Promoter shall provide one large lockable dressing room for 9 to 11 persons in the 
backstage area with a power point for tuning equipment, heating facilities and direct access 
to the stage. The keys to be handed to the Artist’s tour manager at arrival of the Artist.  
 
This dressing room should contain:  
2 showers  
2 private toilets  
3 tables  
12 chairs  
9 great towels  
 
8. Catering  
 
The Promoter agrees to provide at the time of GET IN for DJAIKOVSKI in the dressing room:  
A selection of sandwiches . 
Cheese, meat, turkey and different kinds of salads.  
A selection of crisps and snacks.  
A selection of fresh fruit.  
 
The Promoter agrees to provide a quality hot meal (soup, main dish, dessert, vegetarian 
alternatives necessary!) for 9 persons (flight in show) / 11 persons (tourbus show) to be 
made available to the band before/after the soundcheck (lunch/dinner time). (in 
agreement with the Artist`s tour manager)  
 
PLEASE NOTE: There are 2 VEGETARIANS in the band. 3 persons DO NOT EAT pork.  



 

 
A buy-out dinner is acceptable from 20,- euro on, if the buy-out can be provided in a 
restaurant that is on walking distance from the venue.  
 
The Promoter agrees to provide the following drinks IN the dressing room:  
 
15 great bottles of mineral water (non-sparkling)  
12 small plastic bottles of mineral water (non-sparkling) for the stage  
2 cases (48 bottles) of good quality beer (local specialties welcome)  
1 case (24 bottles) of different fresh sodas such as Cola, Fanta, Sprite,...  
2 litres orange juice, 2 litres apple juice, 2 litres pineapple juice  
Tea, coffee and hot water, sugar and 2 l of fresh milk.  
2 bottles of good wine (red & white)  
1 bottle of Whiskey (Chivas)  

1 bottle of Vodka (Smirnoff)  

Ice cubes  
 
9. Hotel  
 
The Promoter agrees to make a reservation of the following rooms in a qualified hotel 
(minimum 4 stars):  
 
Flight in show:  
 
2 + 1* single Rooms – KING SIZE BEDS!!!  
3 TWIN Rooms – SEPARATE BEDS!!!  
 
Tourbus show: 
 
2 + 1* single Rooms – KING SIZE BEDS!!!  
4 TWIN Rooms – SEPARATE BEDS!!!  
 
All rooms must obligatory have toilet and shower en suite.  
The Promoter agrees to send full details of the hotel (reservation code, plan, website,...) to 
the Artist FOUR WEEKS before the show.  
 
It is agreed and understood that the hotel is in the same city as the venue and no further 
away than 5 minutes walking from the venue to the hotel.  
 
It is agreed and understood that the hotel provides a good quality breakfast for 9 persons 
on the day after the show. If the hotel or the promoter can’t provide breakfast, the 
promoter has to pay a buy out of 15,- € per person to the tour manager.  
 
10. Merchandise  
 
The Promoter must provide a secure well lit area to erect a merchandise booth for the 
Djaikovski Merchandising Team. This booth shall be in a position that will be easily visible to 



 

the public, patrons and be at no cost to the Artist. The area where the Artist can sell the 
merchandise, must be provided with 1 table (2 meters lenght) that is at the unique use for 
the Djakovski Merchandising Team.  
 
Any alternations to any part of this rider has no legal standing and serves no constructive 
propose unless first agreed with Password Production in writing.  


